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Ultra-thin optical interference coatings on rough and flexible substrates Recently demonstrated ultra-thin optical coatings comprising nanometer-thick highly absorbing films on top of reflecting substrates can display strong optical interference effects, resulting in structural colors and absorption enhancement. Here, we demonstrate that these optical interference effects persist when the films are deposited on substrates that have a large degree of roughness and inhomogeneity on micro-and nano-scales. In particular, we deposited films of gold and amorphous germanium onto paper which serves as a rough and flexible substrate and observe matte interference colors that vary as a function of the germanium thickness. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4896527] Thin film interference is a well-studied and wellunderstood optical effect responsible for the iridescent colors observed in oil films on water and in soap bubbles and is widely used for optical filtering (dichroic, band-pass, neutral density, etc.), anti-reflection and high-reflection coatings, and coloring of materials.
1 Thin film optical coatings are a mature technology, with many coatings featuring sophisticated multi-layer structures optimized using graphical or computational methods. 1, 2 The vast majority of these structures feature one or more layers of transparent material with thickness approximately equal to or greater than a quarter of the wavelength of light in that material.
Recently, we demonstrated that strong optical interference effects, such as suppression of reflectance and absorption enhancement, can be observed in a simple geometry comprising a highly absorbing continuous film of thickness much smaller than a quarter wavelength of light deposited on top of reflecting substrates. [3] [4] [5] This behavior arises in part as a consequence of the nontrivial (not 0 or p) phase shifts that light experiences upon reflection from an interface where one or both materials have large optical losses (e.g., dielectrics with large imaginary parts k of the complex refractive index n þ ik). Because these structures are simple to fabricate and analyze, they are already finding applications in color coatings, 3, 6, 7 solar energy harvesting, 8, 9 anti-reflection coatings, 10 and static [11] [12] [13] [14] and dynamically tunable 4,15 absorbers and thermal emitters over wavelengths from the ultraviolet to the far infrared.
One key feature of these ultra-thin optical coatings is that they are significantly less sensitive to the angle of incidence (i.e., less iridescent) compared to conventional thin films because much of the optical phase is accumulated at the interfaces rather than via propagation through the bulk of the film. The strong iridescence observed in conventional thin films is primarily due to optical path length changes in the films for varying viewing angles; different amounts of accumulated optical phase for different angles result in modified interference conditions which determine the observed colors. With only a small portion of phase accumulation occurring via propagation in these ultra-thin films, hardly any iridescence is observed. In fact, it has been shown that using optical measurements in reflection mode it is impossible to distinguish the ultra-thin-film/substrate structure from a homogeneous semi-infinite block of material with no thin films present at all without prior knowledge about the films as long as the film thickness remains significantly smaller than the wavelength. 3, 5, 16 Because of this insensitivity to the angle of incidence, the films can be deposited on substrates that are rough (scattering), such as unpolished silicon wafers, without a significant change in the interference colors. 3, 7 As the films become multilayered and/or increase in overall thickness, the interference colors observed on smooth and rough surfaces begin to differ. 7 In this work, we demonstrate that ultra-thin interference coatings can tolerate even more dramatically rough substrates and can thus be incorporated onto almost any materials, including flexible ones. We deposit gold (Au)/ germanium (Ge) coatings similar to those in Ref. [3] onto conventional cleanroom paper and observe the same gamut of colors obtained on smooth surfaces with the paper retaining its flexibility.
Using an electron-beam evaporator (Sharon Vacuum), we deposited films of Au and amorphous Ge onto standard cleanroom paper (22 lb, VWR International). The Au films had a thickness of 100 nm in all samples such that they were approximately opaque and were preceded by a layer of 5 nm of titanium (Ti). The deposition rates were 1 A/s for the Ti and 2 A/s for the Au and Ge, and the deposition pressure was approximately 2 Â 10 À6 Torr for all films. Cleanroom paper was used instead of conventional paper so as to not contaminate the evaporator. Five samples were made; one with only gold, and the others with 7 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, and 100 nm of Ge, respectively. The thickness was measured using a calibrated crystal monitor.
The resulting samples display a range of interference colors as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The top and bottom samples possess the characteristic colors of bulk Au and amorphous Ge, respectively, whereas the other three samples feature colors which result from the optical interference effect. Because of the scattering characteristics of the underlying paper, all of the samples appear matte. The samples retain the flexibility of paper and do not seem to be affected by repeated bending (Fig. 1(b) ). a) capasso@seas.harvard.edu
To better understand the micro-and nanoscale structure of our paper substrate, we imaged the gold-coated paper with optical profilometry and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). We used a coherence correlation interferometry (CCI) optical profiler (Taylor Hobson), which is able to measure roughness and step-heights with sub-nanometer precision, to image the microscopic structure of our paper ( Fig. 2(a) ). The 10-15 lm wide fibers comprising the paper are clearly visible. Using an SEM to zoom into a single fiber (Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) ), we confirmed that the paper is rough on length scales from hundreds microns to tens of nanometers. Additional SEM images can be found in the supplementary material. 20 To more rigorously compare the optical response of these optical coatings on paper compared to smooth substrates, we obtained reflection spectra using a visible spectrophotometer (Hitachi 4100, tungsten lamp, photomultiplier tube detector). Because of the matte finish of the films, there is little specular reflection, so we used an integrating sphere to collect the light back-scattered in all directions. The incident light was unpolarized and incident at an angle of approximately 7
with respect to the sample normal. The resulting spectra are plotted in Fig. 3(a) . The reflectivity of uncoated paper is high (0.7-0.8) and relatively flat across the visible, as expected for white paper. The Au-only sample has the characteristic reflection spectrum of Au-relatively low at short wavelengths and increasing at longer wavelengths. The film with 100 nm of Ge has a uniform reflectance of approximately 0.3-0.4, similar to that of smooth bulk amorphous Ge. The Au-coated samples with 7 nm, 10 nm, and 15 nm Ge films on top feature a dip in reflectance corresponding to a peak in absorbance that is red-shifted across the visible with increasing Ge thickness. This suppression of reflectivity occurs as a result of destructive interference, and the reflectivity curves have the same shape and trend to redshift for increasing thickness observed with Au/Ge films on smooth substrates. 3 The one noticeable difference between the plot in Fig. 3(a) and the corresponding plot in Ref. 3 is that all of the features appear to be blue-shifted when compared to the same film thicknesses on smooth substrates. This indicates that, when deposited on paper, the films are effectively thinner compared to their flat counterparts. There are two reasons for this behavior. The first reason has to do with the directional nature of thin film evaporation: because the evaporated material impinges uniformly on the approximately cylindrical paper fibers, the film thickness will vary   FIG. 1 . Photographs of the samples comprising evaporated Au and amorphous Ge on cleanroom paper substrates, taken under illumination from conventional fluorescent ceiling lights. (a) (Top to bottom) optically thick (100 nm) Au on paper with no Ge, and with 7 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, and 100 nm of Ge, respectively. The 100 nm Ge film is sufficiently thick that the observed color is that of bulk amorphous Ge. 3. (a) Near-normal incidence reflectance spectra of the samples in Fig. 1(a) and uncoated white paper. An integrating sphere is used to collect the backscattered light at all angles. (b) Schematic showing the cross-section of a single fiber comprising the paper. The thin films are deposited directionally, which results in a thickness gradient with maximum thickness h at the top of the fiber and minimum thickness on the sides. Normally incident light samples films of different thicknesses and positioned at different angles.
between the thickness read by the crystal monitor at the "horizontal" part of the fiber to no film at all on the "vertical" side walls (Fig. 3(b) ). As a result, light hitting different parts of the fiber appears to sample different film thicknesses which are on average smaller than the thickness measured by the crystal monitor. This film non-uniformity also leads to color variation for different angles on our sample which can be seen in Fig. 1(b) ; while the thin films themselves have minimal iridescence as discussed above, the films are actually thinner on the sides than on the top which leads to a different color when the sample is observed at a large-enough angles of incidence. The non-uniformity can be removed by using a less directional and hence more conformal deposition technique such as sputtering or evaporation with substrate rotation and tilt. The second reason for the blue-shift of the reflectivity dip is intrinsic to any rough surface: by definition, any rough surface will have interfaces at different angles with respect to the incident light (Fig. 3(b) ) which affects the reflection spectrum. For ultra-thin Ge films on Au, the minimum in reflectivity occurs at roughly the same wavelength for increasing angle of incidence in the case of s-polarized light, but blue-shifts for p-polarized light. 3 Since we use unpolarized light in our experiments which is roughly 50% s-polarized and 50% p-polarized, the overall reflectivity minimum is expected to blue-shift slightly, which is indeed what we observe in our measurements (Fig. 3(a) ).
We note that utilizing a rough disordered substrate for interference coatings is conceptually similar to the use of disordered flakes of optical thin films in pigments. [17] [18] [19] Optical interference effects in ultra-thin films, such as those demonstrated here, may be used to create flake-based pigments while using much less thin film material.
In summary, we have demonstrated that thin film optical interference effects based on ultra-thin highly absorbing films persist on substrates with a large degree of roughness and inhomogeneity. We deposited gold/germanium coatings onto paper and showed that the colored paper remains flexible and features roughly the same interference colors when compared to the same coatings deposited on planar substrates. We posit that almost any substrate can be used in a similar fashion including flexible and compliant materials such as cloth, foam, and rubber. These ultra-thin films can be used to color a variety of substrates using a minimal amount of material and may become inexpensive and easy-to-fabricate light-gathering components for flexible optoelectronic devices.
